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PERFORMANCE OF OPTIMUM AND SUBOPTIMUM DETECTORSFOR SPREAD SPECTRUM WAVEFORMS

INTRODUCTION

Signal detection offers an enemy the opportunity to gain information on platform existence, loca.
tion, identification, and perhaps message content, depending on the sophistication he employs. Conse.
quently, detection techniques are a key Issue during waveform selection for covert communication sys-
tems, Selection must be based on an evaluation of detectability by postulated threats and tradeoffs
between detectability, system cost, and required threat investment, This report presents a variety of
techniques for evaluating waveform performance against several detection models.

The performance of a signal detector is best described by the carrier signal power-to-noise density
ratio required at the detector input for a specified probability of detection, PD, and probability of false
alarm, PpA. Detection and false alarm probabilities can be specified independent of signal structure,
detector strategy, and implementation and are strictly a matter of operational doctrine. In general, the
level of the listener's effort in responding to an alarm will determine the maximum number of false
alarms he can tolerate within a given time, On the other hand, the value he places upon detection of a
transmission or a transmitting piatform will determine the maximum number of valid transmissions he
is willing to miss, and consequently the minimum percentage he can expect to detect. Once PA and
PD are specified, the performance of any signal against any detector postulated can be completely
described by the input signal power-to-noise density ratio required, (C/N) ,,, to achieve these proba-
bilities.

The determination of optimum detectors for signals with unknown parameters'in Gaussian noise
Is based upon the likelihood ratio criteria which are detailed in Appendix B and essentially follow from
Peterson [11. This report outlines techniques utilized in the-calculation of the performance of optimum
and suboptimum detectors for the general class of spread-spectrum signaling techniques, A more
detailed treatment of frequency-hopped signal detectability can be found in a separate report [21.

RADIOMETRIC DETECTOR PERFORMANCE

For an unknown signal in additive white Gaussian noise occupying a bandwidth Wand time inter.
val T, the optimum detector is a simple energy detector (or radiometer) as shown in Fig, 1. The statis-
tics describing thc outijut of such a device are well known [3], With noise only at the input, the output
follows a chi-square eensity function with 2TW degrees of freedom. With a signal present, the output
has a noncentral chi-iquare density function with 2 TW degrees of freedom and a noncentrality parame-
ter, 2E/N,, where N, is the one-sided noise power density, and

E L 7,

is the predetection energy-to-noise density ratio,

Manuscript submlted May 28, 1980,
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Pis, I - Simple energy detector

Performance Calculation by Gaussian Approximation

For large TW products, the output statistics for the system in 2Fig. 1 may be assumed Gaussian
and the detector performance can be comnpletely characterized by d . Defined In Appendix B as the
square of the difference In the means of the output densities under rise and uignal-plua-noie condi-
tions, d2 Is a measure of the postdetection or output signal-to-noise power ratio of the detector, For
the radiometer, this can be shown to yield (41

g- [Q(pFA - I (pD)in 1 fE 2  
- J2 (2a)

or

d-Nf7W/ [Q_ PFA) T Q(PD)k / (2b)

where Q1 Is the Inverse normal cumulative distribution function, (C/N.)r, is the carrier power-to-
noise density ratio required at the Input to the intercept receiver for the speci'hed P,, and PA4, and d is
the output signal-to-noise voltage ratio, a quantity which Is directly proportional to the Input C/N.. The
quantity d is plotted In Fig. A- I as a function of PA and PD, and its utility Is Illustrated In Example 1,

EXAMPLE I

Consider a frequency-hopped signal with the following characteristics:

TI - message duration - 4 sec
and

W - spread bandwidth - 2 GHz.

The timo-handwidth product (TW) Is large, so Eq. (2) may be used. For a performance
~~< criteria of PI, - 031 and PpA _ 10-6, the postdetection SNR, A2 Is found from Fig. A-1:

Thus ftom Eq. (2)

H N. 48,9 dD-Hz.

2
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For small TW products the Gaussian approximation to the chi-square distribution will yield results
which are generally pessimistic in th, predicted covertness of the waveform ( ie., the calculated
(C/No)req. will be less than the true value). The difference between the C/N computed from the chi-
square statistics and the Gaussian approximation is plotted in Fig. A-2 (as a function of TW) in terms
of a correction factor, 7rw, where

(C/Nu)s (assuming X-square statistics)

"JW AW(C1/No)r q.(assuming Gaussian statistics)

Therefore, Eq. (2b) can be rewritten in the general case

( Crw . 7) rW[Q-'(PFA)- Q-'(PD)I (3)

The Gaussian approximation may then be corrected by merely adding the correction factor (in dB) to
the value of C/N determined from Eq. (2) as shown in Example 2,

EXAMPLE 2

Consider the signal of Example 1, except that now we wish to compute the detectability of
a single hop or pulse. In this case,

T - Tp - pulse duration - 500 Asee

and

W- Wp- pulse bandwidth- 2000 Hz,

The TW product is now one, and Eq. (3) must be used. Again, the postdetection SNR is

d - 10.8 dB (from Fig. A-I).

The chi-square correction factor for TW - I is

q rw- 3.3dB (from Fig. A-2b).

Thus, for a single pulse, Eq. (3) yields

-. 41.7 dB-Hz.Cl,

An Alternate Technique for Performance Calculation

An alternative technique for calculating the performance of the radiometric energy detector is
based on sampling theory. A narrowband-limited process of duration seconds can be represented by a
series of TW' pairs of samples, each containing amplitude and phase information on the process during
the sampling period, These pairs of samples are either the inphase and quadrature samples or envelope
and phase samples, and may be considered samples of a pulse with duration T - 1/ W. Thus, the
detection of the entire signal can be treated as the sequential detection of unit time-bandwidth product
pulses, followed by postdetection noncoherent combining of 7W of these pulses. This model for the
radiometric detector Is shown in Fig, 2.

23
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Fig. 2 - Noncoherent radiometric detection

This problem then reduces to the classic radar detection problem of a nonfluctuating, noncoherent
pulse train of fixed length T. The postdetectlon signal-to-noise ratio per pulse, (SIN),,,,,, IN just the
input energy-to-noise density ratio divided by the number of pulses:

INi 11 N, TW N,

It can be shown [31 that the noncoherent sum of TW pulses has a noncentral chi-square probability
density function with 7'W degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter dX (TW). the RMS output
signal-to-noise ratio, where

d~ CTW) -TW (5)lm

Thus the performance can be computed directly from the Incomplete Toronto function which is plotted
In Marcum [31.

A somewhat simpler approach, however, has been suggested by DIFranco and Rubin (41. If
coherent addition of the TW samples Is considered, the output statistics can be expressed in terms of

4 the more familiar Rayleigh and Ricin density function for the noise-only and signal.plus-noise cases,
respectively, (These functions are special cases of the chi-square and noncentral chi-square functions
ror two degrees or freedom.) Therefore, the performance can be computed for a specified PitA and Pb:!

P fA. Xe /2dv eA2 2 (6a)

a dp ab - f e ( V 2 4 2 d k V I , ( x . V/ T 7 ) d x , ( 6 b )

where K - v2n(I/PPA7 Is the detection threshold and d, is the required output SNR for the coherent

combining case. Note that

4
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d- dX (TW) for TW- 1.

The ROC curves determined from Eqs. (6a) and (6b) are plotted in Fig. A-3. It should be pointed out
that these curves can be obtained from the known signal ROC by adding the chi-square correction fac-
tor 1Tw for TW - 1, or

d,- qId - I[(Q-(PF,) - Q-(p 0)], (7)

For the same specified performance, then, the required SNR for the coherent pulse train will be
less than that of the noncoherent case. This performance degradation Is usually referred to as the
integration loss, or noncoherent combining loss (NCL), Lrw where the subscript indicates the number
of pulses or samples being combined, and

LT ," ,d (8) ll
dX

This function is plotted In Fig. A.4 as a function of TW, and with d, as a parameter,

Thus, from Eqs, (4), (5), and (8),

dx(TW) - -iT- Lrwdx (9)

so that the required input (C/N,) Is(
r -,"Ldx~w (10)

X.?r'-

Example 3 illustrates the correspondence between Eqs. (10) and (3).

It is Interesting to compare the two techniques for determining the performance of the radiometric
detector as described in Eqs. (3) and (10). The noncoherent combining loss can be related to the chi-
square correction factor, q rw, by

Substituting the above expression for Lrw, and i 1 d for d. (Eq. (7)) in Eq. (10) yields

which Is the same as Eq. (3). For large TW products, q rw approaches one and L, can be approximated
*Iby ~~Lrw = " TW "-Largle (13)

LL '
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EXAMPLE 3

The signal in Example I can be analyzed by use of Eq. (10). The required postdetection
SNR, dx, for a pulse or unknown phase is found from Fig. A-3:

1 - 1714 dB for PD - 0.1, PFA - 10-6,

Note that d2 - 10.8 dB and'Trw - 3.3 dE so that from Eq. (7),

dx - dn,

and
8.7 dB - 5.4 dB + 3.3 dB.

The noncoherent combining loss, LTw, for TW - 8 x 109 Is determined from Fig, A-4:

Lrw - 11.7 dB, for TW - 103 and d. - 8.7 dB.

For TW > 1 lope of the Lrw curves is TrI, so that the additional loss for TW > 103
is given by VTW/I1 , Thus,

LTw- Looo-uf ' " 11,7 dB + 34,5 dB- 46,2 d

Finally, Eq. (10) yields (for T - 4 sec)

I N -6dB-Hz + 8.7 dB + 46.2 dB 48.9 dB-Hz,

which is the same result obtained in Example 1.

and Eq. (13) becomes

C ", (14)

which gives a result identical to Eq. (2). Under the Gaussian assumption then, d in Eq. (2) is the ap-
proximation to the single-pulse, postdetection, signal-to-noise voltage ratio and ,7W is the approxima-
tion to LTw, the noncoherent combining loss,

OPTIMUM DETECTION OF SPREAD SPECTRUM SIGNALS

The wideband radiometer discussed in the previous section Is optimum, in the maximum.
likelihood sense, for any signal whose only known characteristics are the total bandwidth W and d' 'a-
tion T. This Is true of waveforms employing frequency-hopping, direct sequence pseudo-noise tPN)
modulation, pulsed transmission, or combinations of these techniques to achieve a spread spectrum .1g.
nal of this bandwidth and duration, In practice, howev,, many characteristics of the signal such as
hopping rate, modulation, instantaneous bandwidth, and pulse duration, must be treated as known,

6
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while only secure generating functions, patterns, or codes remain completely unknown to the intercep-
tor. These known characteristics can be exploited by the interceptor in designing an optimum detector.

The optimum detector for spread spectrum waveforms is the likelihood ratio receiver which util-
izes the structure and statistics of all known signal parameters. The derivation of a general likelihood
ratio detector for frequency-hopped, PN-spread, pulsed waveforms and their hybrids is liven in Appen-
dix B.

Spread Signals with Unity Time-Bandwidth Products

Assume a frequency-hopped signal of duration T occupying a bandwidth W which consists of N,
pulses of duration T., each occurring in one of M channels* of bandwidth Wp, where

Np

and
W IM.p

This signal has a TW product per pulse equal to one.

Although the optimum detector for this frequency-hopped signal can be defined (Fig, 3), the dis-
tribution function of the output statistic has not been determined and exact expressions for the perfor-
mance of the receiver cannot be obtained, However, for a large number of pulses (N > 100) the out-
put statistic of the equivalent log likelihood ratio detector can be assumed to have a Gaussian density
function in both the noise-only and the signal-plus-nolse cases,

The performance of this detector can be approximated by the parameter d2, the postdetectlon
SNR, provided that the variances of the output statistics are approximately equal under noise-only and
sional-plus-nolse inputs. This is found from Appendix B to be given by

d2 - N. In1 I + -II-1 (16)

where, under the assumption of Gaussian statistics, the required postdetection SNR, d2, for the
specified PD and PpA is gIven by Eq. (2) and can be found from Fig, A-1. The term S/N is the input
signal-to-noise power ratio In a single radiometer bandwidth Wp, or equivalently, for TP Wp - 1, the
single pulse predetection signal energy-to-noise density ratio, Er/N,,, Thus, the C/N, required to detect
can be computed by

I ~r" -1 /;'[1u Tip~ + M(elNp.. 1)] (17)

where /,,I( ) is the inverse of the modified Bessel function plotted ini Fig. A-.

Example 4 illustrates the performance of this detector for a simple frequency-hopping waveform,

IM is the number of radlomeler channo" required to eover the .ldnal bandwtdth und Is not necesarily the numher o1i sIlln
chanrnls or tones,

7
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EXAMPLE 4

Consider the frequency-hopped signal of Example 1, with a TW product per pulse equal to
one:

Wp - pulse bandwidth -rH 2000 Hz,

Tp - pulse duration - - 500 sec,rnl

N- number of pulses (hops) 2- 8000,

and
W

M number of radiometer channels -V - 106.

The performance of the optimum detector for this signal Is computed by using Eq. (17)
and Fig, A-5 as follows:

[N I q . . i '[I + M (ed/ p - 1)1I C raq,

- 2000- l;1[1 + l01(e-1  1)]
2"

- 1000. /;' (1502)

- 39.7 dB-Hz,
This example Illustrates the performance Improvement for message detection, over 9 dB,

when the detector is optimized to the waveform,

Spread Spectrum Signals with Time-Bandwidth Products Greater than One

The optimum detector for direct sequence spread spectrum waveforms, such as straight PN modu-
lation, has been shown [31 to be a radiometer matched to the Instantaneous spread bandwidth or the
PN rate, rpN, and the message duration T. The performance of each radiometer was treated In the
preceding section for a time-bandwidth product equal to TprPN,

The use of PN in conjunction with frequency-hopping and/or pulsed waveforms increases the
bandwidth of each pulse, or hop, to the PN rate, so that the time-bandwidth product of each pulse
becomes

HA .TpWp- Tp"rp > 1,

The optimum detector In this case consists of a bank of radiometers with time-bandwidth product
of 'rp Wp. The structure of this receiver Is the same as that shown in Fig. 3 with the operation 4 ( )
rep. zed by the function K,( ) which is defined as

9
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KN(X) A IN-1 (NX) 2N1_"(N). (18)(N.. %,N N- II

The performance of this detector can be determined by the same methods used for the previous case of
the frequency-hopped, pulsed waveform, except that the time-bandwidth product is now

Tp - > 1. The postdetection SNR is given InAppendix Bu
d 2 _ NpIn I + - JKnI -I - 11 , (19)

where again S/N is the predetection signal-to-noise power ratio in the individual radiometer bandwidth
W, and is related to the input C/N,, by

(20)

Note that for TW - 1,

N N,, TpWp N

By assuming Gaussian output statistics and equal noise and signal-plus-noise variances, the required
postdetection SNR, d2, for a specified Po and PA can be approximated by Eq. (2), or

d' - [Q-I(pA)- Q-1(pD)]'

and can be found from Fig. A.1. From Eqs, (19) and (20), the required C/N, given by

I " W KF[l + M(ed'/N- 1) (21)N, 2 (1

can be calculated as shown in Example 5 by using the function (1/2) KFjj(), plotted for convenience in
Fig. A-6.

For large time-bandwidth products, a good approximation to the predetectlion signal-to-noise
power ratio is

N 2V ,

This approximation is quite accurate for S/N < 1/4 (-6 dB), which corresponds to TW 200 for the
range of values plotted in Fig. A-6. For this case, Eq. (21) can be written

I n i - (li + M (e-dNp I) 1)/2 112 T.; Tp Wp > 200. (23)

It is interesting to note that for a continous wave (CW) spread spectrum signal (M- 1). Eq. (23)
reduces to

d d.,',2T,, TW > 200, (24)

10
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EXAMPLE 5

Consider a hybrid frequency hopping and pseudonoise modulation (FH-PN) signal which
has the following characteristics:

T - 4 sec, i

W- 2GHz,

rq - 25 kHz,

rmp - PN chip rate 200 kHz,

Tp - pulse duration - 401ssec,

and

Wp - pulse bandwidth - t- 200 kHz.

For this case, Tp Wp - 8, and from Eq. (15),

Np - number of pulses - - 1 .05

and

M - number of frequencies- - 14.

Since n is very large, the Gaussian approximation can be used and the required postdetection
SNR for PD - 10' and PA - l0-1 is

d2 - 10.8 dB.

Then the carrier-to-noise density ratio required for detection can be computed from Eq.
(21) and Fig. A-6:

(~~~ ~ C VK,1M(ed1/NCrtq,

- i0 1 Kf4[I + 104(e 2/ 1°5 - 1)]

- 48.1 dB-Hz,

where W - W and Tp - T, which is the same as In Eq, (2) for the wideband radiometer.

Alternative Techniques for Computing Performance

The performance of the optimum detector can also be computed using standard radar detection
curves. The individual radiometer channel outputs in the optimum detector are again modeled as the
noncolierent sum of Tp Wp sample pulses on each hop (Pig. 2), each sample having a duration of
I/ Wp, and consequently a TW product of one.

If on a given transmitted hop or pulse the signal is first assumed to be a single sample-pulse of
duration " nd time bandwidth produrt one (W1,- I/Tp), the Input SNR can be found from Eq, (17).

t 11
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1S ,WS I- - / - ~i + M(e -
' 1)J, (25)

(N N,, W; N,

where S/NJ' and (E/N,,' are the equivalent single sample-pulse predetection SNR and energy per

pulse-to-noise density ratio, respectively,

However, since the signal during the period Tp is actually composed of Tp Wp sample pulses, in
order to achieve the same performance as the single pulse case, the required input signal or carrier
power, S, murt be increased over that predicted by Eq. (25) by an amount equal to the noncoherent
combining loss for Tp Wp samples for an optimum detector.

Unfortunately, these losses are not readily computed, but a good approximation ii to use the non.
coherent combining losses, Lrw, given In Fig, A-4, There curves were computed for the square law
detector of Fig, 1, which is a small-signal approximation to the optimum detector considered here.
Marcum [31 has shown that the maximum difference In performance between the squire law and
optimum detectors is less than 0,19 dB. Therefore, an approximate expression for the Increased signal
power is

S S'LTw.

Therefore, as illustrated In Example 6,

EXAMPLE 6

Considering the signal structure and detection criterion used In Example 5, the (C/No)rq,
can be calculated from Eq. (26) and Fig. A-4 after flnding the input signal-to-noise ratio per
pulse from Eq. (25) and Fig, A-5:

N 2-

4-10'(22) - 0.97 - -0,13 dB

and

rwq.

____ .0,97, L5
= 4 x 1lO- 5  0.7-L

44,0 dB-Hz - 0,13 dB + 4,2dB

48.1 dB-Hz.

As expected, this result is the same as that found in Example 5.

I
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K ' # r . I.Lrw -Wl1'(6
N, N, Tp 1N N Grw (6

where (S/N) I. determined from Eq. (25) and LTW Is found from Fig, A-4 for TW- TP WP, and the
single pulse SNR - (S/NY."

Pulsled Waveforms

The waveforms treated thus far have all been assumed to be continuous wave (CW) signals,
Non-CW or pulsed signalis, such as time shift keying (TSK), burst transmissions, and time hopped
(TH), are characterized by a transmission duty cycle, a, which is the ratio of the "on" time to the "off"
time during the message duration, For pulsed signals, the quantity of interest is usually the average
(C/N,).q which is related to the C/N,) for a single pulse by

N0 . , a.k' (27)

For the radiometer detector, the performance (C/No)r€., as determined from Eqs. (2), (3), or
(10), is the average value or

I~ ,,1

For either optimum or hop detectors, the performance is computed on a per-pulse basis so that

N,j N,

Equations (17), (21), and (26) can be used to compute the required peak C/N. if the parameter M is
considered to be the total number of orthogonal signals possible or if M Is replaced by Mia (as derived
in Appendix B) and N, is the total number of pulses transmitted,

I., Np - (28)

As shown in Example 7, the average C/N. is calculated for the optimum detector by

.,, r.'(29)

The choice of average or peak (CIN) to describe detector performance is otten a source of con-
siderable confusion. In general, the required peak (C/N,) for a pulsed waveform (a < 1) will be

$The actual noncoherent pin for the optimum detector, Clrw, can be round by solving Eqs. (26) and (21) rorGrw- q )Ixf( )

13
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EXAMPLE 7

The third type of signal to be analyzed Is a hybrid FH/PN/TH waveform, which will be
characterized by a pulse duty cycle a, The specific example considered is a FIi/PN signal with
m-ary TSK modulation. In this case, the duty cycle a - 1/m, The waveform parameters are as
follows

W - 2OHz rpN - 2 MHz

a - pulse duty cycle -

For this example, Tp Wp - ... 80, since

rH

rp- .40 usac_

Wp - rpN 2 MHz,

The radiometer performance for the detection criterion of Example I is computed from Eq. (2)

N, N , 

the same result as Example 1.

With these parameters, the (C/N 0 )req, for the optimum detector from Eq. (21) and Fig.

A-6 is

H rW. .KF 1I+ M(e/,P - I)j

-2X106, - l I+ 16 000 ( 265

- 56,2 dB.Hz.

Finally, the (C/N,,),, is found from Eq. (29):

(C/No)vg - a (C/N)req, - 44.2dB*1iz.

higher than for a CW waveform with the same parameters, At the same time, the required average
(C/N.) for a pulsed waveform is lower than that required for the CW signal, Thus, a pulsed waveform
will result i either better or worse detector performance, depending on which measure Is employed
(average or peak (C/N) in characterizing this performance,

This apparent contradiction is easily resolved when computing the vulnerability of a cbmmunica-
tion signal to detection, Detector performance is only one factor In assessing this vulnerability, Edell
[21 had proposed the ratio or the (C/N) required to detect to the (C/N.) required to communicate as
a measure of this vulnerability. With this measure, the problem of peak vs average (C/No) is solved by
maintaining consistency between the communication and detector (C/N.), If the average (C/N.)

14
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required to detect is used, then the communication (C/N,) is given by (Eb/N,)Rb (energy per bit-to-
noise density ratio times the data rate). If the peak (C/N,) required to detect is desired, then the com-
munication (C/N) must account for the duty factor, a. In this case the communication (C/N) is
given by (EA/No) Rb (l/). It can be shown [2] that this ratio is reduced (signal is more vulnerable to

detection) by lowering the duty cycle, When computing detector performance, therefore, it is more
instructive to use average (C/N.), which will reflect this degradation since it Includes the duty cycle, a.jl
SUBOPTIMUM DETECTORS FOR SPREAD SPECTRUM SIGNALS

The optimum detector structure described in the previous section suffers from two significant
shortcomings. The first Is the complexity of the detector, particularly for TW products greater than
-e, which may make the detector impractical to implement. The second and perhaps more trouble.

ie problem is that performance cannot be expressed exactly; the performance measure, d, is based
upon two assumptions: the output statistics are Gaussian, and the variance of the output is equal under
both signal-plus-noise and noise-only hypotheses. In view of these. considerations, a suboptimum ver-
sion of the optimum, multichannel receiver for frequency-hopped spread spectrum signals will be
examined for which the performance can be computed exactly, and which Is more practical to !mple-
ment.

Filter Bank Combiner Detector

This receiver, which Is often referred to by DiFranco and Rubin [4] and Dillard [5] as a Binary
Moving Window (BMW) detector or a Filter Bank Combiner (FBC) with individual thresholds, Is
shown in FIg. 4. Essentially, the receiver Is again a bank of radiometers matched to the signal pulse,
one for each of the M possible channels or slots which the signal is expected to occupy. The output of
each radiometer on each hop is detected, and a decision is made in each channel. These decliions are
logically OR'd and summed over the signal duration. At the end of the signal duration, the sum is
compared to a threshold L, an integer number determined from the required PV, and PD.

It is not difficult to show that the optimum detector output after each hop or pulse is often dom-
inmated for useful values of SNR by the output of the one channel containing the signal, due to the sin-
gle pulse postdetection weighting of the channel output. The suboptimum detector approximates this
performance characteristic by reducing the postdetection processing to a simple threshold decision on
each channel, which io equivalent to a binary weighing of the output. Thus, if the single-pulse SNR In
the channel containing the signal Is sufftcient to cause that channel output to exceed its threshold on a
particular hop, then the suboptimum detector output for that hop is wholly determined by the output of
that one channel,

The performance of the FBC detector is discussed in more detail by Edell (21, Two thresholds
determine the PFA and PD: the Individual channel thresholds, K1, and the integer threshold L. The
latter Is a threshold on the number of hops or pulses for which at least one Individual channel radiome-
ter threshold has been exceeded, The optimum value of this threshold cannot be found directly and is
determined from the inverse of the binomial distribution function by an iterative computation. For-
tunately, a threshold of L - I will yield results which are only about I to 2 dB high in required input
C/N., but which can be computed directly,

The individual radiometer thresholds are identical for each channel and are determined from the
required PrA and PD,, where PFAI Is the probability of false alarm for an individual radiometer on a sin.
&Ie hop or pulse, for the required message or signal P, and PDis the probability of detection for an
individual radiometer on a single hop or pulse for the required message P.

- 15
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which can be found from Fig. A-I. The chi-square correction factor, qlrw, is plotted In Fig. A-2. As
an alternative, one may utilize Eq. (10).___I L d y LTW, (33)

where TW =T, Wp, and d for a single pulse, Is found from Fig. A-3, In this case, using PpAI and
PDJ, the noncoherent combtna loss, LTw, Is found from Pis. A-4 for TW - T4, Wp and SNR - y.
Example 8 illustrates the performance calculation using both of theme methods.

EXA MPL E 8

For the signal In Example 1, recall (see Example 4)
Tp- 50Ojssec,
W- DO00M,

N - 8000,

and
M - 10,.

Therefore, from Eq. (30),
FA

-YA US~ -. 5x 10-16

* and

PD
* PD,- 7~ - 1,25 X 10-'1.

Utilizing Eq, (32),

d- Q-1 (1.25 x 10-16) - Q-1 (1.25 X 10-S) - 6.0dB (fromn Fig, A-1), and for
TW - 1, FIg. A-2; gives approximately

-3.5 dB

Therefore, Eq. (31) becomes

- -3.5 dB + 6.0 dB + 33 dB.Hz 42.5 dB-Hz.

Thus, the FBC for an L I threshold performs 7 dB better than the radiometer and about 2
dB worse than the optimum detector (see Examples I and 4),

17
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For a pulsed waveform the false alarm and detection probabilities are given by Eq. (30), which
uses the expression for N, given in Eq. (28). The C/N computed is then the peak value, where (Eq.
(27))

N S. peek

Fractional Bandwidth Detectors
Optimum maximum-likelihood ratio (MLR) detectors for frequency-hopped waveforms utilize a

separate channel for each possible instantaneous hop frequency, or frequency slot, within the total
spread bandwidth (see Fig. 3). The same is true of the filter bank combiner (FBC) receiver, For very
large spread bandwidths, the number of frequencies, and consequently the number of detector chan-
nels, can be enormous, and it may therefore be argued that the detector Is Impractical to implement,

"Optimunf' Partial Band Detector

The suboptimum detectors of interest in this case are those that use only a fraction, f, of the total
spread bandwidth. Thus, the number of channels is reduced to /M, where M Is the total number of
frequency slots to which the signal may hop,

2 It will often be the case that near-optimum performance can be achieved with, a greatly reduced
number of channels by Judicious choice of the fraction, f. This case has been analyzed by Nienen (6]
and Is treated In Appendix B. Again, It is necessary to assume Gaussian output statistics when comput-
Ing the performance for the log-likelihood ratio detector, This appproximation is valid for signals with a
large number of pulses or hops,

For a train of N. pulses each with time-bandwidth product TW, the performance of a maximum-
likelihood ratio detector which covers a fraction, J' of the bandwidth, W, is given by

KTWII -I + M -

Thus

[i req.1 + .(d2/n~ 1)] (34)

For a pulse waveform, the number of pulses, Np, Is given by Eq. (28), where a is the pulse duty
cycle. Calculation of the required peak C/N can be accomplished with either of the techniques utilized
for the simple energy detector.

Partial Band Filter Bank Combiner

A filter bank combiner ultilizing a fraction, f, of the total number of frequencies, M, will have fM
channels, The formulas for computing the probability of devaction and false alarm for the Individual
channels given In Eq, (30) can be modified with the restrictions that fM ;0 1 and fN, ;o I:

PFAI fM PEA PFA << I

PD, 71-; PD >> PA (35)

18
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The first condition requires that the minimum detector bandwidth be at least as great as the instantane-
ous signal bandwidth. If this condition does not hold, the predicted (C/N.)re, must be increased to
account for the lost signal energy outside the detector bandwidth. The second condition ensures that
the probability of detection in the individual channels on a per-hop basis, PED, is not required to be
greater than the probability of detection of the multichannel filter bank detector on a per-messale basis.

The degradation in performance sacrificed by implementing a single channel detector is calculated
in Example 9 for both the optimum partial band and FBC detectors, The result of trading off system
simplicity (reducing the number of detector channels) for detection threshold, illustrated by Fig, 5,
emphasizes the small degradation In performance at a significant savings in cost, Thus, the argument
that the FBC detector is an unrealistic threat due to the large number or channels required in the full
band detector is an unreliable assumption. At least in the examples shown, the number of channels
can be reduced to a manageable size by restricting the total bandwidth covered while retaining a perfor-
mance advantage over the wideband radiometer,

49 II=

"- RAOIOMITE R ,

47 - ,t7,
45

1= H/PN/H-WAVFOM •
(SEE EXAMPLE 7)

40 ~"OPTIMUM "DITgCTORF
I IItI I I I

, i -F'ILTER B1ANK COMBINER

410

pis, 3 - Waveform detectability as a function
of detector bandwidth

STe Is a lower limit to the fraction or the band that must be covered, It can be shown that the fraction, f must satisfy
I Tp

No r

This restriction is of concern therefore for Iong pulses (slow hops) and/or short message times.

19
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EXAMPLE 9

Considering the signal structure and detection criterion used in Example 7, the perfor-
munce of an optimum partial band and FBC detectors with a single radiometer channel can becalculated from Eqs. (34) and (31), respectively, with the use of Eq, (35) to determine pulsedetectability criterion.

Using Eq. (34) with f - 1/M, we calculate the performance of the optimum single chan.
nel detector:

i2

S -Wp- K;F I + (I - 1)

2 x 106 1 KOi.0 [1 + 16 x 106(e12 s -1)]

- 58.7 dB-Hz.

This Is the peak C/N required for detection, and the average is found by reducing this value
by the duty cycle:N

N. I -47B.

Thus the degradation that results from using a single channel instead of the 1000 channel
detector is 2.5 dB.

To calculate the performance of a single channel (fM - 1) filter bank combiner, the pro.
babllitles of detection and false alarm per pulse must be established:

,F I ,P-1- ! F 10-l
fNIM"' - L

and

PD 10-' -
P N L - 1.6 x I0-2,

The required C/N, for detection can be calculated from Eq. (31):

- O[Q- 1(lO 11) - Q-1(1,6 x 10-2)] 40 x 10-6

0,4 dB + 6.5 dB + 53.5 dB-lz- 60,4 dB-Hz,

This equates to an average C/N(of
_1 a (-j -48.4 dB,

which is only about 15 dB worse than the full-band FBC.

20
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Appendix A
USEFUL DETECTABILITY CALCULATION CURVES
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Appendix B

DETECTION STRATEGIES AND PERFORMANCE

The performance of signal detection schemes depends on the decision.making strategy that is
implemented. Although many strategies are available, maximum likelihood detection provides an
optimum means of determining a transmitted message on the basis of a received signal. Optimum in
this case means that the probability of doing this correctly is maximum, In this appendix, the likeli-
hood ratio and the detection performance measure are derived for both known and unknown signals.

DETECTION OF KNOWN SIGNALS

Likelihood Ratio

For an exactly known signal, s(t), in white Oaussian noise, Peterson (11 lives the likelihood
ratio as

'(X L eexp - ,oxp L f X Ws d,.

where E(s) Is the average signal energy, N./2 is the noise power density per hertz, x(t) is the observ-
able signal-plus.noise, T is the observation interval, and s (t) is the exactly known signal.

In this case, the optimum receiver computesl,(x) and compares it to a threshold:

() e exp'~ f xK 0 t; (B-2a)

Equivalently, one can use any monotonic function of the likelihood ratio, A convenient function in
this case is the natural logarithm, so that

InIA,(x)I - ' f x(t)()dt- InK - K'. (B.2b)

Since x(t) is normally distributed, the logarithm of the likelihood ratio for the exactly known signal is

also normally distributed with mean m and variance d2.

It can be shown [BI] that the mean and variance of the likelihood ratio for noise only are given
by

EIVj4,(X) I-exp A+ m+

and

VARN{A,() I - exp[12 (d' + in)] - expf d2 + 2 mJ (B-3)

35
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However, from the properties of the maximum likelihood ratio, it Is known that

-1- exp{2_- +m

so that m - - d2/2. Therefore,

SolvinA I/RNIAJxlu. XP[12[d2 - d'I I - 1-exp W2 ) -

Solving for d2,

d2 - Ini + VAR'1{,'(x)11 (B-4)

Performance Measure

The performance of the equivalent lo likelihood ratio detector can be found exactly by using the
Gaussian density functions with variance d2 and means m, and m,+, under noise-only and slignal.plus-
noise cases, respectively. Thus, the probability of false alarm and the probability of detection are given
by

PrA - Pjt4x) > KI with noise only

M - 2-, d , x 2d2  dvI-a

and

D- P ,> ] with signal-plus-noise

M fKj =2d -(x -m + 1,)

By defining a function Q (the complement of the Gaussian distribution function with zero mean and
unit variance),

Q(x) A f; '"a'/dot. (B-6)

PPA and Po can be expressed

PF- (K'-MM

d

Solving for K' and equating yields

9" 1 (PA) - 1- (P)] 2 . N, 2 d2, (B-7)

36
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where

E

N,, --

and

2E7 d2 - - 2 m ,, - LE

Therefore, d2 completely defines the performance of the log likelihood ratio detector for the known sig-
nal case.

DETECTION OF SIGN/,LS WITH UNKNOWN PARAMETERS

A more useful case than the known signal is the signal with unknown or random parameters with
known probability density functions, Consider a signal s(t) which is expressed in terms of n random
variables,

W(t LS (t .12, ,, .,)

where the4, are independent random variables, The likelihood ratio for this signal can be expresed by

wf I f 2 .. . ( daIda2  dall. (B-8)

where 1, (x _s2 ...... ,,) Is the likelihood ratio for an exactly known signal with Independent* param-
eters - ,s -I ,!2 ... sj, s,,, This equation is very convenient since It gives the likelihood ratio
for i general signal class with any number of random parameters.

In the remainder or this appendix, detection of a general class of spread spectrum signals Is con.
sidered. The likelihood ratio and performance measure for signals that employ frequency hopping, time
hopping, pseudonolse spreading or any combination or these techniques is derived for an optimal
partial-band detector, Also, the case of a full-band optimum detector for signals with a unity time.
bandwidth product is discussed,

Consider it signal which consists or a train of N, frequency-hopped pulses of duration r occurring
on the average every T,, with t buridwidth W, such that the message may occupy a total bandwidth W,
In addition, the observable signal space In the frequency domain is assumed to con'ist of a fraction ,f of
the total signaling bandwidth W,,,, For a frequency-hopped signal, this Is equivalent to observing fM
out ol' M possible signal frequencies. On any given hop, the probability that the transmitted signal is
within the observation space is /. If the signal is outside this space, the observed waveform can be
represented as a signal with amplitude u - 0 and otherwise, amplitude a - A. Thus, in general, the
observed signal can be expressed by

Sk(1) - sA (t',- ,, .t) - .k cos (W +10

where the kth pulse occurs during the random time slot defined by
(k - 1) r, + (Lik - 1) < r < (k - 1) T,, + ,

'Indepandence Is not necessary but Is uonvenient since ihe jolnt dmnsity Cunctions are oflen unwieldy,
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where - , 2...

is one of T./r time slots, Wk can be any one of fM frequencies, and At is a random variable that can
take the values 0 or A. The density functions for these random variables can be defined by:

P (dk)" /Y a - duty cycle

p (g) - f for p_, - A

I - Y for .k -0

Wk )- #k for,. - A
I

(I - f)M for L, O,

Likelihood Ratio

Following the work of Peterson (BI], the receiver for this signal Is shown in Fig, B-I and the
likelihood ratio for a single pulse. A,, (x), can be expressed by

A ()- f dOp(o,)f dnApIk)f dackp(a)

f~rLdo aig -A1, (x-,A, nk. wk,ok)fI d-J I "-) , (xxa, , A. WOA)

II- , I I-I+(l-f)~ (X + (I ktk

In this last expression, jA.(x) Is the likelihood ratio for a single channel of the detector based on an
observation of duration a T,, - r.

Within each channel of the detector, the likelihood ratio can be expressed ini terms of the proba-
bility density functions for nolse-only and signal-plus-noise cases:

(,)AX A p,,(x)A

For this general class of signals, within each channel the density functions can be expressed by

A, + (X) = t JAX JN- / eXpj X +.

38
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XN-l i eX/2

pe - 2Nr(N) (B-10)

where N Is the TW product (7r W.), and 9 Is the peak carrier-to-noise ratio in the radiometer bandwidth
2C

The likelihood ratio can then be expressed by

2-Ie-f/2 IN- I BOX-)
(No )(N-)/ 2 xN--)/2 (B-11

The likelihood ratio for the entire signal, a train of Np pulses, can be expressed by taking the pro-
duct of the likelihood ratios for the pulses:

I W)- d 1, (X) - a~ L ik(X) + (1 (B-12)U --

Performance Measure

The performance of the likelihood ratio detector is measured by the parameter d which is given by
Peterson [BlJ for the exactly known signal as

d2 - In [R + VARN{L(x)) ], (B.13)

where the variance i taken under the noise-only condition, This measure Is valid If the logarithm of
the likelihood ratio has a normal probability density function, as is the case for the known signal
receiver,

When the density is not normal, d will approximate the performance of the likelihood receiver
whenever the lo of the likelihood ratio has a limiting distribution function which Is Gaussian due tothe central limit theorem, and the variances are approximately equal under both noise and signal plus
noise, For the case considered here, from Eq. (B.12),

in'txW - iIn j-~~ L1 (.) + (I1 f (B- 14)

where the logarithm of the product has been expressed as the sum of logarithms of each term. Since
each term in the outermost summation is an independent random variable (signal and noise are
independent from hop to hop), the central limit theorem can be applied and the distribution function
tends to Gaussian as N, becomes large, From the properties of the likelihood ratio

VARN (x)) EN t'() - 1, (B.IS)

Eq. (B-13) becomes

d' - InEN I(xf) (B-16)
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Substituting tho expression for (x) given in Eq, (B-I 2), wi can reduce the resulting equation to

d2 - N,, In I + a VARN (.\') (B-17)M i

where use has been made of the fact that the Inner terms, JiA(x), In Eq. (B-12) are statistically
Independent and Identically distributed random variables. Thus, It remains only to find the variance or
Al/A (x) from the definition of expected value:

EN(A, A(X)) -fI x)p, x) (I)

By substituting Eqs. (B-10) and (B-i 1), the integral can be writton In standard form

1"Nr 1m 11' ( N) No J0 1 e'Ip j (21/2 (NO)' 2 t1/21 dt, (B.19)

which Is solved by Bateman 1821, From Eq, (B-IS), the variance becomes

VARN(ZJA.N- NJ- r r(N) N- I (NO)- 1, (B-20)

which can be substituted Into Eq, (B.L7) to yield

d2 - N, In I + °Arw .- II, (B-2.1)

where
N- IKN(04 i(  MY) . i N'y . r (N), (8-22),il

This expression can now be solved for the required Input carrier-to-noise density istio as a function of
dl, the specified output SNR,

C WP KP [I +  A (ed 1/N

' K- (B.23)

where K-'( ) denotes the inverse function.

A special case results when the time-bandwidth product for the radiometers Is unity, Ths result
obtained when this constraint is imposed Is found directly from Eqs. (B-21) and (B-23), With an addi-
tional assumption of full band detection (f - 1) and a full duty-cycle waveform (a - 1), thb carrier-
to-noise density simplifies to the following, familiar expression;

W l +M (dlNp 1)1, (B-24)
N,, ~ 2
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* Appendix C
PERFORMANCE OF THE FILTER BANK COMBINER. DETECTOR

Analysis of the performance of the detector shu.wn In Fig. 4 Is straightforward, For the I th
radiometer channel, the parameters shown in Fig. C- 1 arf) defined am follows:

RADIMERZ K O

FIB, C-1 - I th channel of FBC

r- output of ith radiometer on J th hop
K - Individual radiometer threshold

Zj- unicn of all raidiometer decisions on the J th hop
j0; ~ K V I

- I; otherwise
Z - sum of Zj over N. hop
L -filter bank combiner detector threshold.

Thus, the probability of detection, PD, and false alarm, PFPA, can be defined as
P)- PROR (Z i LIMIN) (C-1)

P - PRO (Z 1 L I HOr),

where H1, represents the hypothesis that a message was transmitted during the observation time, and
HOn, the hypothesis that no message was transmitted. Since Z - Z Z, these probabilities can be

obtained from the binomial distribution

P(Z > L) IN P P(Z1  (i 0 N 1- (C-2)

where N, - T/ THop, the number of hop periods in a message.

Thus, PD and PA are given by

PD -P(Zj 1IM)i P(Zj 0 1 Iii,)P/,j (C-3)

P* - P IZ I Hoom)j P (Zj 01 OM~r)
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For a pulsed waveform with duty cycle a and an FBC that has NR radiometers matched to the
pulse bandwidth Wp which cover a fraction f of the total spread bandwidth W,

NRWP (C4)
w

On any given hop period there Is a probability (1 - a) that a pulse Is not transmitted during the obser-
vation time, and a probability (1 - f) that the hop frequency Is outside the bandwidth of the FBC,
Thus, the presence or absence of a pulse within the radiometer during a message transmission must be
accounted for. This Is accomplished by defining the following hypotheses which apply to each hop
observation interval.

I J H,,, - pulse present within FEC bandwidth during hop period;

Hoh - pulse absent during hop period,

For the J th hop period, therefore, the probabilities in Eq. C.3 must be expanded,

P(Z - 01 Him) P(Zj - 01 H1 ) P(Hh I H1.) + P(Zj - 01 Hh) P(H, I Him)

P(Zj 0 1 Ho.) - P(Z - OI Hi,) P(H " im) + P(Zj 0 1 Hoh) P(Ho I H,) (C-)
and

P (Zj- I IHI I)- -P (Zj -OI Hl,,)

j(Zj I I Ho)- I - P(Zj - 0e1 Ho,,). (c.6)

The dependent probabilities are determined as follows:

P(H, I Hl,) - P (a pulse is present within the FBC bandwidth given that a message was
transmitted)

- P (a pulse transmitted during hop observation period) .P (hop frequency within
FBC bandwidth

- a,/ (C-7)
P~I Hoh I ) - P (pulse not present given message transmitted)

P (pulse not transmitted during observation period + P (pulse transmitted but
hop frequency outside of FBC bandwidth)-(Il-a) + a( -f)--a . (C-B)

P (Hh I How) - P (pulse present given no message transmitted)
- 0. (C-9)

P (Hoh I Ho.) - P (no pulse present given no message transmitted)
- 1, (C-10)

From the definition of Z, P(Zj - 0) is the probability that no radiometers exceeded threshold on the
j th hop period. For the H0o hypothesis,

P(Zj - 01 H0 ) - (vc < K for I - 1, 2, . .. NR given that no signal energy Is present)
NR

-11 PQv < K IHoh).
-

Since outputs are Independent from hop to hop,

P(Zj -01 He,) - P(ru < KI Hoh)N, (CNli)
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In the H,,, case,

P(Zj 01 Hj,) - P(ri, k for 1 1, 2, ... Np given that a pulse is present
in one and only one individual radiometer)

NA-1
POO ~< KI H,,) 11 PQU < XI Hoh)

II P(ruKH,)[~~xo, l (C-12)

The performance of the Individual radiometers can be described by the required PDm and &A,
where

P0, Is the probability or detection of an Individual radiometer on a single hop or pulse for the
required filter bank message PD-

PPAl Is the probability of false alarm for an Individual radiometer on a single hop or pulse, for the
required filter bank message PyA;

and
P,,, - P(ru > K iH,,,) -1I- P(r < KI H,,) (C-13)

PPI- P (PU > K I H0,, -1I- P rQ, < K IHo;,).

Substituting Eq. C- 13 in Eqs, C-IlI and C- 12 yields

and

P(Zj- 01 H,,,) -(1 - P 1) (1U PlAd)T M  (C-14)

Combining Eq. C-14 with Eqs. C-7 through C-10 In Eq. C-5 NI.P(Zj - 01 Hlm) -(I - P01) (I - PIAI,)NAI Of + (I PF.4I)A( af) (C- IS)

P(Zj 01 Ho,,) - (I _-")X

Equations C-6, C-i5, and C-3 now relate PD, and PFAI to PD and PFA' Solving Eq, C-3 for PFAj and
PD1, however, Involves the Inverse of the binomial distribution and must be done Iteratively to deter-
mine the optimum value of the threshold L. For L 1 , Eq. C-3 reduces to

pt) - I - P(zOi01H, ) (C-16)

PVA - I- P(ZJ - 01 Ho,1,)N

Substituting Eq, C-iS and solving for PI), and PFAI yields

PAI- I~4 - (I - -F" (C.~ (1-
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These equations can be simplified by using the approximation
(1 - X)N- 1- NX;NX «<1.

Applied to Eq. C-17, this approximation yields

PI No NV PF Nf (C. 1)
II and

PDID
fa N, fN, j

where aN, Np and NRt -N.
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Appendix D
SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS

BMW Binary Moving Window (type of detector)
C/N Carrier power-to-noise density ratio
(C/No),VI, Time average of C/N required

to meet detection criterion
(C/N)p.,k Instantaneous maximum C/N required

to meet detection criterion
(C/N),q, Either (C/No),, or (C/N.),.k

depending upon detection strategy
CW Continuous wave
d Output signal-to-noise voltage ratio assuming Gaussian statistics
dx (TW) d for detector with TW product

greater than 1 and chi-square
statistics (d4 - dx (I))

d, d, for a single hop (TW = 1)
ElN, Predetection signal energy-to-nolse density ratio
E0/N, E/No per single pulse
f Fraction of total spread bandwidth
FBC Filter Bank Combiner, (type of detector)
FH Frequency hopped
Grw Noncoherent processing gain
10( ) Modified bessel function of order zero
4'"l ( ) Inverse function of 0()
K Detector channel threshold
K,, ( ) Detector channel weighting factor for channels

having non-unity TW products (n - TW)
KX"( ) Inverse function of X( ),
L Detection threshold, number of channels or pulses summed
LTW Noncoherent Integration loss, NCL
U Number of radiometer channels required to cover the signal bandwidth
MLR Maximum likelihood ratio (type of detection)
No, Number of pulses per message
n Time-bandwidth product; TW
NCL Noncoherent combining loss
PD Probability of detection per message
P61 PL on a single hop or pulse
pP-A Probability of false alarm per message period
PrAl PjrA on a single hop or pulse period
PN Pseudo noise
O- 4- Q' ( ) Inverse function of the normal probability distribution
rif Signal hopping rate
rM PN rate
RMS Root mean square
ROC Receiver operating characteristics
SIN Input signal-to-noise power ratio

-I I *
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(S/N)puln SIN for a single pulse
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
T Message period

TP Pulse duration
TH Time hopped
TSK Time shift keyed
W Total signal bandwidth
WP Single pulse bandwidth
C9 Transmission duty cycle during a manage

71 rwChi-square correction factor to Gaussian approximation,
a function of ROC and TW
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